Barbara Felts
Originals

HISTORY
Barbara began her doll career by reproducing
porcelain dolls and teaching classes.
In 1997 she discovered sculpting and thus found
her true passion. To date Barbara's dolls have
been mostly babies and children but she has
begun branching out to include Art Dolls. She
was accepted as a member of the Professional
Doll Makers Art Guild (PDMAG) and several
online doll groups. All of her dolls are signed
one-of-a-kind and come with Certificates of
Authenticity. As new dolls become available
she will list them on her webpage and she often
makes them available through her Ebay store. If
you would like to receive notifications as soon
as these new dolls become available sign up on
her mailing list through her webpage or email.

JOIN THE MAILING LIST
Want to be informed of new arrivals?
Join the mailing list today by visiting
www.MoonlightArt.net or send an email with
your information to Barbara@MoonlightArt.net

VISIT THE FOLLOWING WEB PAGES
FOR AVAILABLE WORKS:

Website - http://www.MoonlightArt.Net
Ebay - http://www.stores.ebay.com/feltsdolls
Etsy - http://www.etsy.com/shop/feltsdolls

FACEBOOK:

http://www.facebook.com/BarbaraFeltsOriginals
TWITTER:

@BarbaraFelts
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Realistic
One of a Kind
Figures in
Polymer Clay
www.MoonlightArt.net

` ONE-OF-A-KIND

MINIS

9-10 Inch “Jammy” Babies

LIFE-SIZE BABIES

These Life-Sized one of a kind (OOAK)
babies are created using artist quality
polymer clay. They are each about 20
inches long, are weighted to feel just like
real babies and wear regular
newborn clothes.

These small 4 inch one of a kind (OOAK)
anatomically correct babies are fully sculpted
using artist quality polymer clay,
mohair and glass eyes.

Sculpting Books
These one-of-a-kind (OOAK) babies come
dressed in their pajamas or “Jammies”. Their
head, arms and legs are sculpted using artist
quality polymer clay and they have cloth bodies,
mohair and glass eyes.

Art Figures
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Barbara currently has two books available that
are packed with pictures to help you sculpt your
own little babies in polymer clay.
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Barbara has recently started creating Art
Figures. These figures are 12 inches high and
are sculpted over a wire armature.

